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Abstract
In this paper we investigate the connection between infinite permutation monoids
and bimorphism monoids of first-order structures. Taking our lead from the study
of automorphism groups of structures as infinite permutation groups and the more
recent developments in the field of homomorphism-homogeneous structures, we
establish a series of results that underline this connection. Of particular interest
is the idea of MB-homogeneity ; a relational structure M is MB-homogeneous if
every monomorphism between finite substructures ofM extends to a bimorphism
of M.
The results in question include a characterisation of closed permutation monoids,
a Fra¨ısse´-like theorem for MB-homogeneous structures, and the construction of 2ℵ0
pairwise non-isomorphic countable MB-homogeneous graphs. We prove that any
finite group arises as the automorphism group of some MB-homogeneous graph
and use this to construct oligomorphic permutation monoids with any given finite
group of units. We also consider MB-homogeneity for various well-known exam-
ples of homogeneous structures and in particular give a complete classification of
countable homogeneous undirected graphs that are also MB-homogeneous.
Keywords: bimorphisms, MB-homogeneous, cancellative monoids, permuta-
tion monoids, oligomorphic transformation monoids, homomorphism-homogeneous
structures, infinite graph theory.
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LetM be a first-order structure with automorphism group Aut(M). As “structure
is whatever is preserved by automorphisms” [17], the automorphism group is a key
concept in understanding the model theory ofM. Every automorphism of a countably
infinite first-order structure M is a permutation of the domain M of M; in this case,
we can view Aut(M) as an infinite permutation group. Much of the existing litera-
ture in this field explores connections between infinite permutation group theory and
model theory; see [2] and [7] for instance. More recent work has studied the endomor-
phism monoid End(M) of a first-order structure M; analogously, these are examples
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of infinite transformation monoids. By imposing additional conditions on the type of
endomorphism of M, we can obtain various submonoids of End(M). These various
natural monoids of transformations associated with a first-order structureM have been
studied by Lockett and Truss [21, 22].
The principal aim of papers by Cameron and Nesˇetrˇil [9], Masˇulovic´ [24], [25],
Masˇulovic´ and Pech [26], Lockett and Truss [21, 22], and Hartman, Hubicˇka and
Masˇulovic´ [16] focus on generalising the current theory on infinite permutation groups
to the case of infinite transformation monoids, particularly in the case of End(M).
Research on End(M) is not restricted to finding analogues of results about Aut(M);
understanding End(M) is key to the study of the polymorphism clone Pol(M) of M
and hence complexity of constraint satisfaction problems [5]. This connection provides
motivation for studying endomorphism monoids of first-order structures, and has been
extensively studied by Bodirsky [3, 4], Bodirsky and Nesˇetrˇil [5] and Bodirsky and
Pinsker [6].
A bimorphism α : M → N is a bijective homomorphism between two first-order
structuresM and N . If α is a bijective endomorphism ofM, we say that it is a bimor-
phism of M. The collection of all bijective endomorphisms of a first-order structure
M with domain M forms a monoid under the composition operation. We call this
the bimorphism monoid of the structureM and denote it by Bi(M). Of course, every
automorphism ofM is a bijective homomorphism, but in general the converse does not
hold. Hence Bi(M) contains the automorphism group Aut(M) (as its group of units),
but is also contained in the symmetric group Sym(M) since every element of Bi(M) is
a bijection from M to itself. Therefore, the bimorphism monoid Bi(M) gives a natural
example of a permutation monoid ; a monoid where each element is a permutation. In
fact, as we shall see for any countable set M , the closed submonoids of the symmetric
group Sym(M) under the pointwise convergence topology are precisely the bimorphism
monoids of first-order structures M on the domain M (Theorem 2.1).
Although it is a natural concept, permutation monoids have not received much at-
tention in the literature. By definition, every permutation monoid is a group-embeddable
monoid. The study of group-embeddable monoids was a principal interest of early semi-
group theorists; a well known result (Ore’s Theorem, see [28]) says that a monoid T is
embeddable in a group if it is cancellative and satisfies Ore’s condition (for a, b ∈ T ,
then aT ∩ bT 6= ∅). Furthermore, a monoid T is group-embeddable if and only if M
has a faithful representation as a monoid of permutations. Equivalently, M is group-
embeddable if and only if M is isomorphic to a submonoid of some symmetric group,
that is, a permutation monoid.
A result of Reyes [31] (see [7]) states that a subgroup of the infinite symmetric group
is closed if and only if it is the automorphism group of some first-order structure. Ex-
amples of highly symmetric infinite permutation groups are abundant in the literature,
often arising as automorphism groups of structures with “nice” structural conditions;
specifically, ℵ0-categoricity and homogeneity. A structure M is ℵ0-categorical if and
only if M is the unique (up to isomorphism) countable model of the theory Th(M) of
M, and it is homogeneous if every isomorphism between finite substructures ofM ex-
tends to an automorphism ofM. The two are related; every homogeneous structureM
over a finite relational language is ℵ0-categorical, and an ℵ0-categorical structureM is
homogeneous if and only if Th(M) has quantifier elimination [23]. Finding examples of
ℵ0-categorical structures provides corresponding examples of interesting permutation
groups. It is a famous theorem of Engeler, Ryll-Nardzewski and Svenonius (see [17])
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that a structureM is ℵ0-categorical if and only if Aut(M) has finitely many orbits on
Mn for every n ∈ N; such groups are called oligomorphic permutation groups. It follows
that a source of oligomorphic permutation groups are automorphism groups of homo-
geneous structures over a finite relational language. The celebrated theorem of Fra¨ısse´
[14] gives a characterisation of homogeneous structures, which is used to construct
many examples of structures with an oligomorphic automorphism group. Such struc-
tures include the countable dense linear order without endpoints (Q, <), the random
graph R, and the generic poset P . This was followed in time by complete classification
results for countable homogeneous structures for posets by Schmerl [33], undirected
graphs by Lachlan and Woodrow [20] and directed graphs by Cherlin [10].
In the study of infinite permutation monoids and bimorphism monoids of first-order
structures, the natural analogue of homogeneity is MB-homogeneity. A structureM is
MB-homogeneous if every finite partial monomorphism ofM extends to a bimorphism
ofM. This notion of homogeneity was first introduced by Lockett and Truss in [21], in
which they determined conditions using MB-homogeneity for the existence of generic
bimorphisms of a structure. Further results were shown by the same authors [22] where
they classified homomorphism-homogeneous (and hence MB-homogeneous) posets in
a wide-ranging result. MB-homogeneity is a natural extension of MM-homogeneity ;
where every finite partial monomorphism of M extends to a monomorphism of M.
MM-homogeneity has been more widely considered; for instance, Cameron and Nesˇetrˇil
[9] demonstrated a Fra¨ısse´-theoretic result about construction and uniqueness of MM-
homogeneous structures.
The aim of this paper is to develop the theory of infinite permutation monoids,
with a particular focus on bimorphism monoids and MB-homogeneous structures. We
begin in Section 1 by recalling the definition of an oligomorphic transformation monoid
from [26], and extend results of the same paper by considering other self-map monoids
as introduced by Lockett and Truss [22]. Section 2 investigates permutation monoids
and MB-homogeneity in more detail, including a characterisation of closed permutation
monoids (Theorem 2.1) and a Fra¨ısse´-like theorem for MB-homogeneity (Propositions
2.6, 2.7, and 2.8). Section 3 is devoted to MB-homogeneous graphs, including estab-
lishing some useful properties of MB-homogeneous graphs, introducing the notion of
bimorphism equivalence (Definition 3.7) and demonstrating that there exist 2ℵ0 non-
isomorphic MB-homogeneous graphs, each of which is bimorphism equivalent to the
random graph R (Theorem 3.20). Furthermore, we show that for any finite group H
there exists a MB-homogeneous graph Γ such that Aut(Γ) ∼= H (Theorem 3.22); conse-
quently there exists an oligomorphic permutation monoid with H as its group of units.
Finally, Section 4 assesses a selection of previously known homogeneous structures to
determine whether or not they are MB-homogeneous, culminating in a complete classi-
fication of countably infinite graphs that are both homogeneous and MB-homogeneous
(Theorem 4.11).
The scope of this article is wide, combining ideas from many different areas of
mathematics. For background on the theory of semigroups and monoids, we refer the
reader to [18]. For definitions, notations and conventions in model theory, including
the basics of relational structures, see [17]. A good introductory text for graph theory
is [11]. For more background on infinite permutation groups, see [2]; their deep con-
nection to automorphism groups of first-order structures is outlined in Chapter 2 of [7].
Throughout, maps act on the right of their arguments, and we compose maps from left
to right. A relational first-order signature σ consists of a collection of relations {R¯i :
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i ∈ I} where each Ri has an arity ni ∈ N for all i ∈ I. A σ-structure M consists of a
domain M and subsets Ri ⊆Mni interpreting R¯i in σ for each i ∈ I. We follow usual
convention for notation regarding relations; for a σ-structureM, we write RMi (x¯) and
say that it holds if x¯ ∈ Ri ⊆ Mni . All structures M will be countably infinite unless
stated otherwise.
1 Oligomorphic transformation monoids
Let X be a countably infinite set and let T be an infinite submonoid of Self(X), the
full transformation monoid on X. Then T is a transformation monoid with a natural
action on the set X via (x, α) 7→ xα for all x ∈ X and α ∈ T . We can extend this to
an action of T on tuples x¯ ∈ Xn for all n ∈ N, with T acting componentwise on x¯. We
begin by outlining some important definitions regarding the notion of orbits on tuples
for a transformation monoid; versions of these appear in [34].
Definition 1.1. Let T ⊆ Self(X) be a transformation monoid acting on tuples Xn as
above, and let U be the group of units of T .
• Define the forward orbit of a tuple x¯ to be the set
F (x¯) = {y¯ ∈ Xn : (∃s ∈ T )(x¯s = y¯)}.
• Define the strong orbit of x¯ to be the set
S(x¯) = {y¯ ∈ Xn : (∃s, t ∈ T )(x¯s = y¯ and y¯t = x¯)}
• Define the group orbit of x¯ to be the set
U(x¯) = {y¯ ∈ Xn : (∃s ∈ U)(x¯s = y¯)}
We note immediately that U(x¯) ⊆ S(x¯) ⊆ F (x¯) for any tuple x¯ and that if y¯ ∈ F (x¯)
then F (y¯) ⊆ F (x¯). Furthermore, the relation x¯ ∼ y¯ if and only if x¯ and y¯ are in the
same strong orbit is an equivalence relation [34]. In comparison, the forward orbit is
reflexive and transitive (and thus a preorder), but it may not be symmetric. We outline
a basic lemma regarding these orbits which will be useful throughout the section; the
proof of this is omitted.
Lemma 1.2. Let T be a transformation monoid acting on a set of tuples Xn. For any
tuple x¯ ∈ Xn, we have the following:
(1) F (x¯) =
⋃
y¯∈F (x¯) S(y¯);
(2) S(x¯) =
⋃
y¯∈S(x¯) U(y¯). 
Recall that a permutation group G ⊆ Sym(X) is oligomorphic if the action of G
componentwise on tuples of X has finitely many orbits on Xn for every n ∈ N [7]. The
next definition, originally of [26], places these concepts in the context of transformation
monoids.
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Definition 1.3. We say that a transformation monoid T ⊆ Self(X) is oligomorphic if
the componentwise action of T on tuples of X has finitely many strong orbits on Xn
for every n ∈ N.
We note that if T is itself a group, then the strong orbits are the group orbits and
the definitions coincide; so any oligomorphic permutation group is an oligomorphic
transformation monoid. Our next result provides more connections between oligomor-
phic permutation groups and oligomorphic transformation monoids, generalising [26,
Lemma 2.10].
Proposition 1.4. Let T ⊆ Self(X) be a transformation monoid with group of units U .
If U is an oligomorphic permutation group then T is an oligomorphic transformation
monoid.
Proof. As U is an oligomorphic permutation group, there are finitely many group orbits
U(y¯) with y ∈ Xn for every n ∈ N. As every strong orbit S(x¯) arises as the union of
group orbits U(y¯), we conclude that there are at most finitely many strong orbits of T
acting on Xn for every natural number n by Lemma 1.2.
Remark. By the theorem of Engeler, Ryll-Nardzewski and Svenonius (see [17]), U
is an oligomorphic permutation group if and only if it is the automorphism group
of some ℵ0-categorical structure M. By this proposition and the fact that Aut(M)
acts as the group of units for any endomorphism monoid T ∈ {End(M), Epi(M),
Mon(M), Bi(M), Emb(M)} of M, we conclude that if M is ℵ0-categorical then T is
an oligomorphic transformation monoid. (See [22] for the definitions of these various
transformation monoids.)
This result provides us with numerous examples of oligomorphic transformation
monoids, with the caveat that they are closely related to ℵ0-categorical structures via
their group of units. The main result of this section distances the notion of oligo-
morphicity in monoids from ℵ0-categoricity by providing a different source of suitable
examples; but first we detail some preliminary conditions. In the same way that homo-
geneous structures over a finite language provide examples of ℵ0-categorical structures
(and hence oligomorphic permutation groups), we turn to homomorphism-homogeneity
to provide examples of oligomorphic transformation monoids. We recall the eighteen
different notions of homomorphism-homogeneity as presented in the two papers of
Lockett and Truss [21, 22] in Table 1.
We note that if a structureM is XY-homogeneous then it is also IY-homogeneous.
For shorthand in our next result, denote the monoid of maps of type Y by Y(M) for
some structureM. For example, H(M) is the endomorphism monoid ofM, and A(M)
is the automorphism group. A previous observation of Lockett and Truss in [22, p3]
says that an endomorphism of a finite relational structure is an automorphism if and
only if it is a bijection.
Lemma 1.5. If A and B are finite σ-structures and f : A −→ B and g : B −→ A are
bijective homomorphisms, then A ∼= B and f, g are isomorphisms.
Proof. The composition map fg : A −→ A is a bijective endomorphism of A. By the
observation above, fg must be an automorphism of A. For some a¯ ∈ Ani , if ¬RAi (a¯)
and RBi (a¯f), then R
A
i (a¯fg) as g is a homomorphism. Since fg is an automorphism this
is a contradiction; so f must preserve non-relations and is therefore an isomorphism.
A similar argument applies to show that g is an isomorphism.
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isomorphism (I) monomorphism (M) homomorphism (H)
End(M) (H) IH MH HH
Epi(M) (E) IE ME HE
Mon(M) (M) IM MM HM
Bi(M) (B) IB MB HB
Emb(M) (I) II MI HI
Aut(M) (A) IA MA HA
Table 1: Table of XY-homogeneity: a first-order structure M is XY-homogeneous if a
finite partial map of type X (column) extends to a map of type Y (row) in the associated
monoid.
Proposition 1.6. LetM be an XY-homogeneous structure with domain M . Then two
tuples a¯ = (a1, . . . , an) and b¯ = (b1, . . . , bn) are in the same strong orbit of Y(M) if
and only if there exists a partial isomorphism f of M such that a¯f = b¯.
Proof. Suppose that α, β ∈ Y(M) are maps such that a¯α = b¯ and b¯β = a¯ respectively;
so aiα = bi and biβ = ai for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. If α sends elements ai 6= aj of a¯ to elements
aiα = ajα of b¯, then we have that aiαβ = ajαβ and so ai = aj which is a contradiction.
Hence the restrictions α|a¯ and β|b¯ are injective maps and so they are also bijections.
Now, we consider the maps α|a¯ : A −→ B and β|b¯ : B −→ A, where A,B are the structures
induced by M on a¯, b¯ respectively. By Lemma 1.5, we see that A ∼= B and so we can
define f = α|a¯. Conversely, we see that if f is an isomorphism between the structures
A and B. By XY-homogeneity (and hence IY-homogeneity) of M, we extend f to a
map α ∈ Y(M) such that a¯α = b¯. Similarly, we extend the map f−1 : B −→ A to a
map β ∈ Y(M) such that b¯β = a¯ and so a¯ and b¯ are in the same strong orbit.
We now move on to proving the final result of this section. A result of [7, ch2]
states that, for Aut(M) acting on Mn, the number of group orbits on n-tuples is finite
if the number of group orbits on k-tuples of distinct elements is finite for every k ≤ n.
Using the fact from the proof of Proposition 1.6 that maps between two tuples in the
same strong orbit are bijections, it is not hard to show that a similar result holds for
the number of strong orbits of n-tuples when Y(M) is acting on Mn. This, together
with Proposition 1.6, proves the following theorem.
Theorem 1.7. IfM is an XY-homogeneous structure over a finite relational language,
then Y(M) is an oligomorphic transformation monoid.
Proof. AsM is over a finite relational language, it has finitely many isomorphism types
on k-tuples of distinct elements for any k ∈ N. By Proposition 1.6, there are finitely
many strong orbits on k-tuples of distinct elements for every k ∈ N. The result then
follows from the observation above.
Using this theorem, we can find examples of structures with oligomorphic trans-
formation monoids that are not ℵ0-categorical. For instance, any homomorphism-
homogeneous poset not in Schmerl’s classification (see [24] or [22]) has an oligomor-
phic endomorphism monoid. A notable instance is Corollary 2.2(a) in [9]; there exists
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a countably infinite graph Γ with oligomorphic endomorphism (and monomorphism)
monoid but a trivial automorphism group.
Of particular interest to this paper is the idea of an oligomorphic permutation
monoid. This follows as a special case of Definition 1.3, where the transformation
monoid T is also a permutation monoid. An instance of Theorem 1.7 states that if M
is an MB-homogeneous structure over a finite relational language, then Bi(M) is an
oligomorphic permutation monoid. It follows that finding MB-homogeneous structures
give interesting examples of permutation monoids.
2 Permutation monoids and MB-homogeneity
This section is devoted to the study of infinite permutation monoids and their con-
nection with bimorphisms of structures. This includes a characterisation of closed
permutation monoids (Theorem 2.1) and a Fra¨ısse´-like theorem for MB-homogeneous
structures (Propositions 2.6, 2.7, and 2.8) examples of which provide oligomorphic
permutation monoids by Theorem 1.7.
2.1 Permutation monoids and bimorphisms
To start, recall that the symmetric group Sym(M) on a countably infinite set M has
a natural topology given by pointwise convergence, with a basis for open sets given
by the cosets of stabilizers of finite tuples. It is well-known ([31], see 4.1.4 in [17])
that G ≤ Sym(M) is closed under the pointwise convergence topology if and only if
it is the automorphism group of some first-order structure M on domain M . This
was generalised by Cameron and Nesˇetrˇil [9] to closed submonoids T ≤ End(M) under
the product topology; this occurs if and only if T is the endomorphism monoid of
some first-order structure M on domain M . Our first result, Theorem 2.1, provides
an analogous result for closed permutation monoids; the proof of which is similar to
other results along these lines. To do this, we recall the following standard result from
point-set topology [30, Theorem 17.2]: if Y is a subspace of some topological space X,
then a set A is closed in Y under the subspace topology inherited from X if and only if
A = Y ∩B, where B is some closed set in X. Furthermore, the pointwise convergence
topology on Sym(M) is the same as the topology induced on the set by End(M) via
the inclusion map: so Sym(M) is a subspace of End(M). For more background on
point-set topology, we refer the reader to [30].
Theorem 2.1. Let M be a countable set. A submonoid T of Sym(M) is closed under
the pointwise convergence topology if and only if it is the bimorphism monoid of some
structure M on domain M .
Proof. We begin with the converse direction. Suppose that T = Bi(M) is the bimor-
phism monoid of a structure M on domain M . As Sym(M) is a subspace of End(M),
and Bi(M) is the intersection of Sym(M) and the closed set End(M) of End(M), it
follows from the result above that Bi(M) is closed in Sym(M).
For the forward direction, assume that T is a closed submonoid of Sym(M). Define
an n-ary relation Rx¯ by
Rx¯(y¯)⇔ (∃s ∈ T )(x¯s = y¯)
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for each n ∈ N and x¯ ∈ Mn. Let M be the relational structure on M with relations
Rx¯ for all tuples x¯ ∈Mn and all n ∈ N. The proof that T = Bi(M) is by containment
both ways.
As every element of T is already a permutation of the domain M of M, proving
that T acts as endomorphisms onM is enough to show that T ⊆ Bi(M). Assume then
that s ∈ T and y¯ ∈ Mn such that Rx¯(y¯) holds. Since this happens, there exists an
s′ ∈ T such that x¯s′ = y¯. Therefore x¯s′s = y¯s and so Rx¯(y¯s) holds. So T ⊆ End(M)
and hence T ⊆ Bi(M).
It remains to show that Bi(M) ⊆ T , so suppose that α ∈ Bi(M). Our aim is to
show that α is a limit point of T . Since T is closed, it must contain all its limit points.
Note that each n-tuple x¯ defines a neighbourhood of α, consisting of all functions β
such that x¯α = x¯β. As T is a monoid, it follows that Rx¯(x¯) holds and so Rx¯(x¯α) holds.
By definition of Rx¯, there exists s ∈ T such that x¯α = x¯s; hence α is a limit point of
T . Therefore α ∈ T and so Bi(M) ⊆ T , completing the proof.
Remark. It is a well-known result from descriptive set theory that any closed subset
A of a Polish space X is itself a Polish space with the induced topology from X (see
[19]). As Sym(M) is a Polish space, it follows that Bi(M) is also a Polish space; so
bimorphisms of first-order structures provide natural examples of Polish monoids. We
leave this area of investigation open.
Our aim now is to determine a cardinality result for closed submonoids of Sym(X).
For any x¯ ∈ Xn, denote the pointwise stabilizer of x¯ to be the set St(x). Note also
that as Bi(M) is a group-embeddable monoid, it is therefore cancellative. Recall that
a monoid T is cancellative if for all x, y, z ∈ T , then xy = xz implies that y = z and
yx = zx also implies that y = z.
Proposition 2.2. Let M be a countably infinite first-order structure. If St(x¯) 6= {e}
for all tuples x¯ ∈Mn, then |Bi(M)| = 2ℵ0.
Proof. Suppose that St(x¯) 6= {e} for all tuples x¯ ∈ Mn. As M is countably infinite,
we can enumerate elements of M = {x1, x2, . . .}. Using this enumeration, we define a
sequence of tuples (x¯k)k∈N where x¯k = (x1, . . . , xk) for all k ∈ N. Since St(x¯) 6= {e}
for all tuples x¯ of M, for each k ∈ N there exists tk ∈ Bi(M) such that tk 6= e and
x¯ktk = x¯k. So as k →∞ then (tk)k∈N → e by construction and so e is a limit point of
Bi(M).
Now, for some α ∈ Bi(M), consider the sequence (tkα)k∈N. Here, tkα 6= α for any
k ∈ N; for if tkα = α for some k, then cancellativity of Bi(M) implies that tk = e,
contradicting our earlier assumption. Then α is a limit point for the sequence (tkα)k∈N,
and so every element of Bi(M) is a limit point. This means that Bi(M) is a perfect
set and thus has cardinality of the continuum (ch 6, [19]).
2.2 Construction of MB-homogeneous structures
As mentioned in the introduction, Fra¨ısse´ demonstrated a powerful tool for constructing
homogeneous structures, whose automorphism groups provide interesting examples of
infinite permutation groups. Cameron and Nesˇetrˇil [9] adapted Fra¨ısse´’s theorem in or-
der to construct MM-homogeneous structures. In this section, we build on these results,
providing a Fra¨ısse´-like theorem for constructing MB-homogeneous structures, whose
bimorphism monoids provide interesting examples of infinite permutation monoids.
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Throughout this section σ is a relational signature, C is a class of finite σ-structures
and, following convention, we write A,B to mean the σ-structures on domains A,B.
We refer the reader to [17] for further background on model theory.
There are two main properties that a class of finite structures C needs to have that
guarantee the existence of a countable homogeneous structure with age C . The first
is the joint embedding property (JEP); this property ensures that we can construct a
countable structure M with age C . The second is the amalgamation property (AP);
this ensures our constructed structure M has the extension property, which in turn
implies homogeneity ofM. When building a countable MB-homogeneous structureM
with age C , we still need the JEP to ensure that M has the age we want but we need
a different amalgamation property to ensure MB-homogeneity rather than standard
homogeneity. As we are aiming to extend to bijective endomorphisms, we require a
“back and forth” style argument to ensure that the extended map is indeed bijective.
Due to the fact that bimorphisms are not automorphisms in general, we require two
amalgamation conditions, and hence two extension conditions, to ensure thatM is MB-
homogeneous. We begin this section by examining the required extension properties.
If M is MB-homogeneous then M is MM-homogeneous; it follows (by Proposition
4.1(b) of [9]) thatM must have the mono-extension property (MEP), which takes care
of the forward extension:
(MEP) For allA,B ∈Age(M) withA ⊆ B and monomorphism f : A −→ M,
there exists a monomorphism g : B −→M extending f .
Any suitable “back” condition should express in its statement the key difference
between a monomorphism of M and a bimorphism. This difference is the existence of
a preimage; for any α ∈ Bi(M) and substructure A ⊆ M there exists a substructure
B ⊆M such that Bα = A. Note that this is not true for an arbitrary monomorphism
β of M as Mβ is not required to equal M. The existence of a preimage for every
extended map is the condition we wish to ensure in our “back” extension property, and
this motivates our next definition.
Definition 2.3. Let A,B be two σ-structures. We say that an injective map f¯ : A −→ B
is an antimonomorphism if and only if ¬RA(a1, . . . , an) implies ¬RB(a1f¯ , . . . , anf¯) for
all n-ary relations R of σ.
Remarks. Note that any map that is both a monomorphism and an antimonomorphism
is an embedding.
It is an easy exercise to show that the function composition of two antimonomor-
phisms is again an antimonomorphism. In particular, it is important to note that the
composition of an antimonomorphism and an embedding is an antimonomorphism.
We now state and prove a lemma stating that a preimage of a monomorphism is
an antimonomorphism. For any bijective function f : A → B we use f−1 : B → A to
denote the inverse of f .
Lemma 2.4. Let A,B be two σ-structures, and suppose that f : A −→ B is a bijection.
Then f is a monomorphism if and only if f−1 is an antimonomorphism.
Proof. Assume that f : A → B is a bijection that is not a monomorphism. This
happens if and only if there is some n-ary relation Ri and some n-tuple a¯ of A where
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RAi (a¯) holds but R
B
i (a¯f) does not hold. As f is bijective, f
−1 exists and a¯ff−1 = a¯.
Since RAi (a¯) holds, this means that the non-relation R
B
i (a¯f) is not preserved by f
−1
and so f−1 is not an antimonomorphism.
Remarks. Following this lemma, if f : A → B is a bijective homomorphism, we write
f−1 = f¯ : B → A in order to emphasise that the inverse of f is an antimonomorphism.
Similarly, if f¯ : B → A is a bijective antimonomorphism, we write f¯−1 = f : A→ B to
emphasise that the inverse of f¯ is a monomorphism. The context for when we use this
notation should be clear.
By restricting the codomain of a monomorphism f : A −→ B to the image, we
see that f ′ : A −→ Af is a bijective homomorphism and therefore f¯ ′ : Af −→ A is an
antimonomorphism by the above lemma. Similarly, by restricting the codomain of an
antimonomorphism f¯ : B −→ A to the image, we see that f¯ ′ : B −→ Bf¯ is a bijective
antimonomorphism and so we obtain a bijective homomorphism f ′ : Bf¯ −→ B.
It is an immediate corollary of this result that if A,B,C are σ-structures, and
f : A → B, g : B → C are bijective homomorphisms, then (fg)−1 = g−1f−1 : C → A
is a bijective antimonomorphism.
We use antimonomorphisms to express the backward extension in the antimono-
extension property (AMEP):
(AMEP) For all A,B ∈ Age(M) with A ⊆ B and antimonomorphism
f¯ : A −→M, there exists a antimonomorphism g¯ : B −→M extending f¯ .
These properties prove to be necessary and sufficient for MB-homogeneity. It is
easy to show that for any finite substructure B ⊆M of a countable structure M and
α ∈ Bi(M), there exists a finite substructure C ⊂M such that Cα = B.
Proposition 2.5. Let M be a countable structure. Then M is MB-homogeneous if
and only if M has the AMEP and the MEP.
Proof. Suppose that M is MB-homogeneous. Then M is also MM-homogeneous and
has the MEP from Proposition 4.1(a) of [9]. Let A ⊆ B ∈ Age(M) and f¯ : A → M
be an antimonomorphism. Without loss of generality, we can assume that A ⊆ B ⊂
M. Restrict the codomain of f¯ to its image to find a bijective antimonomorphism
f¯ ′ : A → Af¯ between finite substructures of M. By Lemma 2.4, f ′ : Af¯ → A is a
monomorphism; asM is MB-homogeneous, extend f ′ to a bimorphism α ofM. From
the remark above, there exists a C ⊂ M such that α|C = g : C → B is a bijective
homomorphism. By Lemma 2.4, define g¯ : B → C to be an antimonomorphism. It
remains to show that g¯ extends f¯ . Indeed, for a ∈ A we have that
af¯ = af¯αα¯ = af¯f ′α¯ = aα¯ = ag¯
as α extends f ′ and α¯ extends g. Therefore M has the AMEP.
Conversely, suppose that M has the AMEP and the MEP, and let f : A −→ B be
a monomorphism between finite substructures of M. We shall extend f : A→ B to a
bimorphism α of M in stages using a back and forth argument. Set A0 = A,B0 = B
and f0 = f . At a typical stage, we have a bijective monomorphism fk : Ak −→ Bk
extending f , where Ai ⊆ Ai+1 and Bi ⊆ Bi+1 for all i ≤ k. As M is countable, we
can enumerate the points M = {m0,m1, . . .}. When k is even, pick a point mi, where
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i is the smallest number such that mi /∈ dom f . So, Ak ∪ {mi} is a substructure of M
containing Ak. Using the MEP, extend fk to a monomorphism f
′
k+1 : Ak ∪{mi} −→M.
By restricting the codomain of f ′k+1 we have that fk+1 : Ak∪{mi} −→ Bk∪{mif ′k+1} is a
bijective homomorphism extending fk. If k is odd, note that f¯k : Bk −→ Ak is a bijective
antimonomorphism by Lemma 2.4. Select a point mi, where i is the least number such
that mi /∈ dom f¯k; so Bk ∪ {mi} is a substructure of M. Using the AMEP, extend f¯k
to an antimonomorphism f¯ ′k+1 : Bk ∪ {mi} −→M. Again, by restricting the codomain
we obtain a bijective antimonomorphism f¯k+1 : Bk ∪{mi} −→ Ak ∪{mif¯ ′k+1} extending
f¯k; so fk+1 : Ak ∪ {mif¯ ′k+1} −→ Bk ∪ {mi} is a bijective homomorphism extending fk.
By ensuring that every mi appears at both an odd and even stage, countably many
applications of this procedure yield a bimorphism α of M extending f .
Remark. We note here that this process of extending one point at a time eventually
creates a bimorphism. In a similar fashion to Dolinka [12, Section 3] we can present
equivalent conditions to Proposition 2.5 using one point extensions.
(1PAMEP/1PMEP) Suppose thatA ⊆ B ∈Age(M) and there is a (anti)monomorphism
f : A −→ M. If |B r A| = 1 then there exists a (anti)monomorphism
g : B −→M extending f .
A straightforward proof by induction shows that a structure M has both these condi-
tions, if and only if it also has the AMEP and MEP. These easier-to-handle properties
are useful in determining whether or not a structure is MB-homogeneous.
We now turn our attention to the actual process of construction. As we also need
to ensure MM-homogeneity, it would make sense to take our “forth” amalgamation
condition to be the mono-amalgamation property introduced in [9].
(MAP) Let C be a class of finite structures. For any A,B1, B2 ∈ C and
any maps fi : A −→ Bi (for i = 1, 2) such that f1 is a monomorphism and
f2 is an embedding, there exists C ∈ C and monomorphisms gi : Bi −→ C
(for i = 1, 2) such that f1g1 = f2g2 and g1 is an embedding.
Similar to the AMEP, we use antimonomorphisms to set out the “back” amalga-
mation condition, which we call the antimono-amalgamation property (AMAP).
(AMAP, see Figure 1) Let C be a class of finite structures. For any
elements A,B1, B2 ∈ C , antimonomorphism f¯1 : A −→ B1 and embedding
f2 : A −→ B2, there exists D ∈ C , embedding g1 : B1 −→ D and anti-
monomorphism g¯2 : B2 −→ D such that f¯1g1 = f2g¯2.
We have enough now to prove the first of our propositions that detail our Fra¨ısse´-like
construction.
Proposition 2.6. Let M be an MB-homogeneous structure. Then Age(M) has the
MAP and the AMAP.
Proof. As M is MB-homogeneous it is necessarily MM-homogeneous; by Proposition
4.1(b) of [9], Age(M) has the MAP.
Suppose then that A,B1, B2 are structures in Age(M), and assume we have an
antimonomorphism f¯1 : A −→ B1 and an embedding f2 : A −→ B2. Without loss
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∃D
B2B1
A
g¯2g1
f2f¯1
Figure 1: The antimono-amalgamation property (AMAP)
of generality, further assume that A,B1, B2 ⊆ M and that f2 is the inclusion map.
From Lemma 2.4, f¯1 induces a bijective monomorphism f1 : Af¯1 −→ A. As M is MB-
homogeneous we extend f1 to some α ∈ Bi(M). Restricting α to B1 yields a bijective
monomorphism α|B1 : B1 −→ B1α, where B1α ⊇ A. Let D be the structure induced
by M on B1α ∪ B2. It follows that A ⊆ D. As α is surjective, we define C to be
the structure such that Cα = D. Set g1 : B1 −→ C to be the inclusion map. As
α :M−→M is a bijective homomorphism, then α¯ :M−→M is an antimonomorphism
by Lemma 2.4. Hence, α¯|B2 : B2 −→ B2α¯ ⊆ C and define g¯2 : B2 −→ C to be this
antimonomorphism. It is easy to check that f¯1g1 = f2g¯2 and so Age(M) has the
AMAP.
For our next result, recall that a class of finite structures C has the JEP if for all
A,B ∈ C there exists a D ∈ C such that A and B both have embeddings into D. For
a relational structureM, the age Age(M) ofM is the class of all finite structures that
can be embedded into M.
Proposition 2.7. If C is a class of finite relational structures that is closed under
isomorphisms and substructures, has countably many isomorphism types and has the
JEP, MAP and AMAP, then there exists an MB-homogeneous structure M such that
Age(M) = C .
Proof. We build M as a countable union of finite structures Mi from C with Mk ⊆
Mk+1 for k ∈ N. The sets Mk (k ∈ N) are defined inductively in the following way.
Begin by setting M0 to be an arbitrary fixed structure A ∈ C . As the number of
isomorphism types in C is countable, we can choose a countable set S of pairs (A,B)
where A ⊆ B ∈ C such that every pair A′ ⊆ B′ ∈ C is represented by a pair (A,B)
in S. This means that for every pair A′ ⊆ B′ ∈ C there is a pair (A,B) ∈ S and
an isomorphism from B to B′ which restricts to give an isomorphism between A and
A′. Let [m] = {n ∈ N : n ≡ m mod 3}, where m = 1, 2. Define bijections
βm : [m]× N→ [m] such that βm(i, j) ≥ i for m = 1, 2.
Assume first that k ≡ 0 mod 3. Let T = {T0, T3, T6, . . .} be a countable subset of C
such that each member of C is isomorphic to a structure from T . Such a set exists since
C is assumed to have countably many isomorphism types. By JEP there is a structure
D in C into which both Mk and Tk embed. Take such a structure D and then set Mk+1
to be equal to D. Now suppose that k ≡ 1 mod 3. Let L1 = (Akj , Bkj , fkj)j∈N be the
list of all triples (A,B, f) such that (A,B) ∈ S and f : A → Mk is a monomorphism.
This list is countable as S is and there are finitely many monomorphisms from A into
Mk. Let (i, j) ∈ [1]×N be the unique pair satisfying k = β1(i, j). Then as β1(i, j) ≥ i,
the map fij : Aij → Mi ⊆ Mk exists. Therefore, we can use the MAP to define
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Mk+1 such that Mk ⊆ Mk+1 and the monomorphism fij : Aij → Mk extends to some
monomorphism gij : Bij −→ Mk+1 (see Figure 2 (1)). This ensures that every possible
mono-amalgamation occurs. If k ≡ 2 mod 3, let L2 = (Pkj , Qkj , f¯kj)j∈N be the list of
all triples (P,Q, f¯) such that (P,Q) ∈ S and f¯ : P → Mk is an antimonomorphism;
again, this list is countable. Let (i, j) ∈ [2]×N be the unique pair satisfying k = β2(i, j).
Since β2(i, j) ≥ i it follows that the map f¯ij : Pij → Mi ⊆ Mk is defined. So we can
use the AMAP to define Mk+1 such that Mk ⊆ Mk+1 and the antimonomorphism
f¯ij : Pij → Mk extends to some antimonomorphism g¯ij : Qij −→ Mk+1 (see Figure 2
(2)). This construction ensures that every possible antimono-amalgamation occurs.
Mk+1
BijMk
Aij
gijιk
ιijfij
(1)
Mk+1
QijMk
Pij
g¯ijιk
ιijf¯ij
(2)
Figure 2: Amalgamations performed in the proof of Proposition 2.7. Here, the ι’s are
inclusion mappings.
Following this, define M = ⋃k∈NMk. All that remains to show is that M has age
C and thatM is MB-homogeneous. Our construction ensures that every isomorphism
type of C appears at a 0 mod 3 stage, so every structure from C embeds into M.
Conversely, we have that Mk ∈ C for all k ∈ N. As C is closed under substructures,
every structure that embeds intoM is in C , showing that Age(M) = C . Now suppose
that A ⊆ B ∈ C and f : A −→ M is a monomorphism. As Af is finite, it follows
that there exists j ∈ [1] such that Af ⊆ Mj . Furthermore, there exists a triple
(Aj`, Bj`, fj`) ∈ L1 such that there exists an isomorphism θ : B → Bj` with Aθ|A = Aj,l
and f = θ|Afj`. Define n = β1(j, `). Since n ≥ j, it follows that Af = Aj`fj` ⊆ Mj ⊆
Mn. Here, Mn+1 is constructed by monoamalgamatingMn andBj` over Aj`. Therefore,
this amalgamation provides an extension g = θgj` : B →M to the monomorphism f
(see Figure 3 for a diagram).
This proves that M has the MEP. Using a similar argument with P ⊆ Q ∈ C and
an antimonomorphism f¯ : P → M, we can show that M has the AMEP. So M is
MB-homogeneous by Proposition 2.5.
An important consequence of Fra¨ısse´’s original theorem is the fact that any two
Fra¨ısse´ limits with the same age are isomorphic. While we cannot guarantee that any
two structures with the same age constructed in the manner of Proposition 2.7 are
isomorphic (see Section 3 for some examples) we can provide a uniqueness condition
for this method of construction using a weaker notion of equivalence. Once again, we
extend an idea of [9] to achieve this goal.
LetM and N be two countable structures with the same signature σ. We say that
M and N are bi-equivalent if:
• Age(M) = Age(N ), and;
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A
B Aj`
Bj`
θ|A
θ
Mn
Mn+1
Af
Bg
fj` gj`fg
Figure 3: Diagram of maps in the proof of Proposition 2.7, with colours to illustrate.
The map g = θgj` : B → M is an monomorphism extending f , proving that M has
the MEP.
• every embedding from a finite structure of M into N extends to a bijective
homomorphism α :M−→ N , and vice versa.
Note that bi-equivalence is an equivalence relation on structures with the same
signature. Two σ-structuresM and N can be bi-equivalent without being isomorphic;
see Definition 3.11 for more details. We now show this is the relevant equivalence
relation for MB-homogeneity.
Proposition 2.8. (1) LetM,N be two bi-equivalent structures. IfM is MB-homogeneous,
so is N .
(2) If M,N are MB-homogeneous and Age(M) = Age(N ), then M and N are
bi-equivalent.
Proof. (1) By Proposition 2.5 it suffices to show that N has the MEP and AMEP. IfM
and N are bi-equivalent, they are certainly mono-equivalent in the sense of Proposition
4.2 of [9]; as M is MM-homogeneous, so is N (by the same result of [9]) and thus N
has the MEP.
Suppose then that A ⊆ B ∈ Age(N ) and there exists an antimonomorphism f¯ :
A −→ A′ ⊆ N . Note that A need not be isomorphic to A′. As Age(M) = Age(N )
there exists a copy A′′ of A′ in M. Fix an isomorphism e : A′ → A′′ between the two.
Therefore, e is a isomorphism from a finite structure of N into M. Since the two are
bi-equivalent, we extend this to a bijective homomorphism α : N →M. This in turn
induces a bijective antimonomorphism α¯ : M −→ N by Lemma 2.4. Now, define an
antimonomorphism h¯ = f¯ e : A → A′′; this is an antimonomorphism from A into M.
Since M is MB-homogeneous, it has the AMEP by Proposition 2.5 and so we extend
h¯ to an antimonomorphism h¯′ : B → M; see Figure 4 for a diagram of this process.
Now, the map h¯′α¯ : B −→ N is a antimonomorphism; we need to show it extends f¯ . So,
for all a ∈ A, and using the facts that α extends e and h¯′ extends h¯ = f¯ e, we have that
af¯ = af¯αα¯ = af¯eα¯ = ah¯′α¯.
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M N
A′′Bh¯
′
A′ Bh¯
′α¯
α¯
α
e
A
B
f¯ h¯′α¯h¯h¯′
Figure 4: Diagram of maps in the proof of Proposition 2.8. The map h¯′α¯ is an anti-
monomorphism extending f¯ , proving that N has the AMEP.
Therefore N has the AMEP.
(2) Let f : A −→ B be a bijective embedding from a finite structure ofM intoN . We
utilise a back and forth argument constructing the bijection over countably many steps;
so set A0 = A,B0 = B and f0 = f . At some stage, we have a bijective monomorphism
fk : Ak −→ Bk extending f , where Ai ⊆ Ai+1 and Bi ⊆ Bi+1 for all i ≤ k. As
both M and N are countable, we can enumerate the points M = {m0,m1, . . .} and
N = {n0, n1, . . .}.
If k is even, select a point mi ∈ Mr dom fk, where i is the smallest natural
number such that mi /∈ dom fk. We have that Ak ∪ {mi} ⊆ M and so is an element
of Age(N ) by assumption. As N is MB-homogeneous it has the MEP and so fk can
be extended to a monomorphism f ′k+1 : Ak ∪ {mi} −→ N . Restricting the codomain to
the image of f ′k+1 gives a bijective monomorphism fk+1 : Ak ∪ {mi} −→ Bk ∪ {mif ′k+1}
extending fk. If k is odd, note that f¯k : Bk −→ Ak is a bijective antimonomorphism.
Select a point nj ∈ Nr dom f¯k, where j is the least natural number such that nj /∈
im fk. Therefore Bk ∪ {nj} ⊆ N and is an element of Age(M). As M is MB-
homogeneous, use the AMEP to extend f¯k to an antimonomorphism f¯
′
k+1 : Bk∪{nj} −→
M. Restricting the codomain to the image once more delivers the required bijective
antimonomorphism f¯k+1 : Bk ∪ {nj} −→ Ak ∪ {nj f¯ ′k+1} extending f¯k. By Lemma 2.4,
fk+1 is a bijective homomorphism extending fk as required. Repeating this process
countably many times, ensuring that each mi is in the domain and each nj in the
image, provides a bijective homomorphism α : M −→ N extending f . The converse
direction is entirely analogous.
We conclude the section by observing that due to Proposition 2.7 and Proposi-
tion 2.8, a MB-homogeneous structure is determined by its age up to bi-equivalence.
3 MB-homogeneous graphs
In this section, we focus on MB-homogeneous graphs in more detail. Here, a graph Γ
is a set of vertices V Γ together with a set of edges EΓ, where this edge set interprets
a irreflexive and symmetric binary relation E. If (u, v) ∈ EΓ, we say that u and v are
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adjacent and write u ∼Γ v. When it is clear from context in which graph we are working,
we will omit the subscript and simply write u ∼ v. We define the neighbourhood N(v)
of a vertex v ∈ V Γ by N(v) = {u ∈ V Γ : u ∼Γ v}. If (u, v) /∈ EΓ, we say that (u, v)
is a non-edge, that they are non-adjacent, and write u Γ v. We say that a vertex
v ∈ V Γ is independent of a set of vertices U ⊆ V Γ if v Γ u for all u ∈ U . For a graph
Γ, define the complement Γ¯ of Γ to be the graph with vertex set V Γ¯ = V Γ and edges
given by u ∼Γ¯ v if and only if u Γ v. For n ∈ N ∪ {ℵ0}, recall that a complete graph
Kn on n vertices is a graph on vertex set V Kn (with |V Kn| = n) with edges given by
u ∼ v ∈ Kn if and only if u 6= v ∈ V Kn. The complement of the graph Kn is called
the null graph on n vertices or an independent set on n vertices, and is denoted by K¯n.
Say that ∆ is an induced subgraph of a graph Γ if V∆ ⊆ V Γ and u ∼Γ v if and only if
u ∼∆ v. A graph ∆ is a spanning subgraph of Γ if V∆ = V Γ and u ∼∆ v implies that
u ∼Γ v.
A logical place to start our investigation is by demonstrating some properties of
MB-homogeneous graphs.
Proposition 3.1. Let Γ be an MB-homogeneous graph. Then its complement Γ¯ is also
MB-homogeneous.
Proof. We note thatA ∈Age(Γ) if and only if A¯ ∈Age(Γ¯). Since Γ is MB-homogeneous,
it has the MEP and AMEP by Proposition 2.5. Now suppose that A ⊆ B ∈ Age(Γ)
and that f¯ : A −→ Γ is an antimonomorphism. Any such f¯ preserves non-edges and
may change edges to non-edges; so f¯ : A¯ −→ Γ¯ is a monomorphism. As Γ has the
AMEP, f¯ can be extended to an antimonomorphism g¯ : B −→ Γ; this in turn induces a
monomorphism g¯ : B¯ −→ Γ¯ and hence Γ¯ has the MEP. The proof that Γ¯ has the AMEP
is similar.
Following this, we can guarantee that certain subgraphs appear in an MB-homogeneous
graph. Cameron and Nesˇetrˇil [9, Proposition 2.5] prove that every infinite, non-null
MM-homogeneous graph must contain Kℵ0 as an induced subgraph; we expand this
proposition.
Corollary 3.2. Any infinite non-complete, non-null MB-homogeneous graph Γ con-
tains both Kℵ0 and K¯ℵ0 as induced subgraphs.
Proof. Any MB-homogeneous graph is necessarily MM-homogeneous and hence it con-
tains Kℵ0 as an induced subgraph from the aforementioned result of [9]. By Proposi-
tion 3.1 we have that Γ¯ is also MB-homogeneous and so contains Kℵ0 as an induced
subgraph; the result follows from this.
A consequence of this argument is that an MB-homogeneous graph Γ is neither a
locally finite graph (where for all v ∈ V Γ, there are only finitely many edges involving v)
nor the complement of a locally finite graph. In fact, we can say more than this. Recall
that the distance between two vertices u and v in a connected graph Γ is the length of
the shortest path between u and v, and that the diameter of Γ is the greatest distance
between any two vertices of Γ. The next result is a restatement of [9, Proposition
1.1(c)]; the proof follows as every MB-homogeneous graph is also an MH-homogeneous
graph.
Corollary 3.3 (Proposition 1.1(c), [9]). Suppose that Γ is a connected MB-homogeneous
graph. Then Γ has diameter at most 2 and every edge is contained in a triangle. 
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We now examine cases where the graph is disconnected (and non-null to avoid
triviality). It is shown in [9] that any disconnected MH-homogeneous graph is a disjoint
union of complete graphs of all the same size. We use this result in conjunction with
Corollary 3.2 to see that the only candidates for a disconnected MB-homogeneous graph
must be disjoint unions of infinite complete graphs. Building on an observation of [32]
that any disconnected MM-homogeneous graph is a disjoint union of infinite complete
graphs, we classify disconnected MB-homogeneous graphs in our next result.
Proposition 3.4. Let Γ =
⊔
i∈I Ki, where Ki ∼= Kℵ0 for all i in some index set I.
(1) If I is finite with size n > 1, then Γ is MM-homogeneous but not MB-homogeneous.
(2) If I is countably infinite, then Γ is MB-homogeneous.
Proof. In both cases, we note that every A ∈ Age(Γ) can be decomposed as finite
disjoint union of finite complete graphs; so we can write that A =
⊔k
j=1Cj , where Cj
is a complete graph of some finite size.
(1) As |I| = n we note that k ≤ n for all A = ⊔kj=1Cj in the age of Γ. Suppose
that A ⊆ B ∈ Age(Γ) with B r A = {b}. We have two choices for b; either b is
completely independent of A or b is related to exactly one Cj for some 1 ≤ j ≤ k. If
it is the former, we can extend any monomorphism f : A −→ Γ to a monomorphism
g : B −→ Γ by sending b to any vertex v ∈ V Γ r Af . If it is the latter, then we can
extend any monomorphism f : A −→ Γ to a monomorphism g : B −→ Γ by sending b
to a vertex v ∈ Ki r Cjf , where j is defined as above. Hence Γ has the MEP and so
is MM-homogeneous. However, note that Γ does not embed an independent n+ 1-set
and so Γ is not MB-homogeneous by Corollary 3.2.
(2) The proof that Γ is MM-homogeneous when I is infinite is as above. Assume then
that A ⊆ B ∈ Age(Γ) with B rA = {b}, and let f¯ : A −→ Γ be an antimonomorphism.
We note that as A is finite then Af¯ is finite; since I is infinite, there will always exist
i ∈ I such that Ki ∩ Af¯ = ∅. Therefore, regardless of how b is related to A, we can
extend f¯ to an antimonomorphism g¯ : B −→ Γ by mapping b to some v ∈ Ki, where i
is as stated above. Hence Γ is MB-homogeneous by Proposition 2.5.
Remark. We note that from Proposition 3.4 and Proposition 3.1 that the complement
of
⊔
i∈NK
ℵ0
i , which is the complete multipartite graph with infinitely many partitions
each of infinite size, is also MB-homogeneous.
The proof that Γ =
⊔
i∈NK
ℵ0
i is MB-homogeneous relied on the existence of an
independent element to every image of a finite antimonomorphism. Our aim now is
to obtain some sufficient conditions for MB-homogeneity along these lines in order to
construct some new examples.
Definition 3.5. Let Γ be an infinite graph.
• Say that Γ has property (4) if for every finite set U ⊆ V Γ there exists u ∈ V Γ
such that u is adjacent to every member of U .
• Say that Γ has property (∴) if for every finite set V ⊆ V Γ there exists v ∈ V Γ
such that v is non-adjacent to every member of V .
(See Figure 5 for a diagram.)
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Γproperty (4)
U
u
property (∴)
V
v
Figure 5: A diagram of Definition 3.5
We note here that a graph Γ has property (4) if and only if Γ is primitive positive
(pp)-closed (also algebraically closed as defined in [13]). Due to the self-complementary
nature of these properties, if Γ has property (∴) then its complement Γ is a pp-closed
graph. These properties prove to be sufficient for MB-homogeneity.
Proposition 3.6. Let Γ be an infinite graph. If Γ has both properties (4) and (∴)
then Γ is MB-homogeneous.
Proof. Suppose that A ⊆ B ∈ Age(Γ) with B r A = {b}, and that f : A −→ Γ is a
monomorphism. As A is finite, Af is a finite set of vertices in Γ and so by property (4)
there exists a vertex v of Γ such that v is adjacent to every element of Af . We have
then that v is a potential image point of b, and the map g : B −→ Γ extending f and
sending b to v is a monomorphism; so Γ has the MEP. Using property (∴) in a similar
fashion shows that Γ has the AMEP and so is MB-homogeneous by Proposition 2.5.
Remark. The converse of this result is not true. Proposition 3.4 (2) is an example of
an MB-homogeneous graph with property (∴) but not property (4). Its complement
is an example of an MB-homogeneous graph with property (4) but not property (∴).
This shows that any pp-closed graph Γ whose complement is also pp-closed is MB-
homogeneous. We now present a notion of equivalence that extends an idea of [13].
Definition 3.7. Let Γ,∆ be two graphs. We say that Γ and ∆ are equivalent up to
bimorphisms if there exist bimorphisms α : Γ −→ ∆ and β : ∆ −→ Γ.
Remark. Informally, this definition says that you can start with Γ, and draw some
number (possibly infinite) of extra edges onto Γ to get ∆. From there, you can draw
some number (possibly infinite) of extra edges onto ∆, to get a graph isomorphic to
Γ. Note that this definition is equivalent to saying that Γ and ∆ contain each other as
spanning subgraphs.
This is a weaker version of bi-equivalence introduced in Proposition 2.8. Every pair
of bi-equivalent graphs are equivalent up to bimorphisms by definition, but the converse
is not true; specifically, two graphs that are equivalent up to bimorphisms need not
have the same age (see Corollary 3.10 and Definition 3.11). Justifying the name, this
is an equivalence relation of graphs (up to isomorphism) which we denote by ∼b. The
product αβ : Γ −→ Γ of the two bijective homomorphisms induces a bimorphism of Γ,
and αβ is an automorphism if and only if α : Γ → ∆ and β : ∆ → Γ are bijective
isomorphisms. If Bi(Γ) = Aut(Γ), then [Γ]∼b is a singleton equivalence class. We show
that equivalence up to bimorphisms preserves properties (4) and (∴).
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Proposition 3.8. Let Γ,∆ be graphs that are equivalent up to bimorphisms via α :
Γ −→ ∆ and β : ∆ −→ Γ. Then Γ has properties (4) and (∴) if and only if ∆ does.
Proof. Assume that Γ has properties (4) and (∴), and let Y be any subset of ∆. As α
is bijective, Y α¯ is a finite subset of Γ; so by property (4) there exists a vertex x ∈ Γ
that is adjacent to every element of Y α¯. Since α is a monomorphism, xα is adjacent
to every element of Y and hence ∆ has property (4). Similarly, Y β is a finite subset
of Γ, so property (∴) implies that there is w ∈ Γ independent of Y β. As β¯ is an
antimonomorphism it preserves non-edges and so wβ¯ is a vertex of ∆ independent of
Y . Therefore, ∆ has property (∴). The converse direction is symmetric.
In fact, we can say more about the connection between equivalence up to bimor-
phisms and properties (4) and (∴).
Proposition 3.9. If Γ,∆ are two graphs with properties (4) and (∴), then Γ and ∆
are equivalent up to bimorphisms.
Proof. Assume that Γ,∆ are two graphs with properties (4) and (∴). We use a back
and forth argument to construct a bijective homomorphism α : Γ→ ∆ and a bijective
antimonomorphism β¯ : Γ → ∆, which by Lemma 2.4 will be the inverse of a bijective
homomorphism β : ∆ → Γ. As both Γ and ∆ are countable, we can enumerate their
vertices as V Γ = {c0, c1, . . .} and V∆ = {d0, d1, . . .}. Let C0 = {c0} and D0 = {d0},
and set f0 : C0 → D0 be the map sending c0 to d0; this is a bimorphism. Assume now
that we have extended f to a bimorphism fk : Ck → Dk, where Ci and Di are finite
and Ci ⊆ Ci+1 and D ⊆ Di+1 for all 0 ≤ i ≤ k − 1.
If k is even, select the vertex cj ∈ Γ where j is the smallest number such that
cj /∈ Ck. As ∆ has property (4), there exists a vertex u ∈ ∆ such that u is adjacent
to every element of Dk. Define a map fk+1 : Ck ∪ {cj} → Dk ∪ {u} sending cj to u
and extending f ; this map is a bijective homomorphism as any edge from cj to some
element of Ck is preserved.
Now, if k is odd, choose the vertex dj ∈ ∆ where j is the smallest number such that
dj /∈ Dk. As Γ has property (∴), there exists a vertex v ∈ Γ such that v is independent
of every element of Ck. Define a map fk+1 : Ck ∪ {v} → Dk ∪ {dj} sending v to
dj and extending fk. Then fk+1 is a bijective homomorphism, since fk is a bijective
homomorphism and every edge between c and Ck is preserved; because there are none.
Repeating this process infinitely many times, ensuring that each vertex of Γ appears
at an even stage and each vertex of ∆ appears at an odd stage, defines a bijective
homomorphism α : Γ→ ∆. We can construct a bijective antimonomorphism β¯ : Γ→ ∆
in a similar fashion by replacing homomorphism with antimonomorphism and using
property (∴) of ∆ at even steps and property (4) of Γ at odd steps. So the converse
map β : ∆ → Γ is a bijective homomorphism and so Γ and ∆ are equivalent up to
bimorphisms.
Recall that the random graph R is the countable universal homogeneous graph.
It is well known (see [8]) that R is characterised up to isomorphism by the following
extension property (EP):
(EP) For any two finite disjoint sets of vertices U, V of R there exists x ∈ V R
such that x is adjacent to every vertex in U and non-adjacent to any vertex
in V . (see Figure 6.)
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Figure 6: (EP) in the random graph R
The next result extends [9, Proposition 2.1(i)] and establishes a complementary
condition to the graph case of [13, Corollary 2.2].
Corollary 3.10. Suppose that Γ is a countable graph. Then Γ has properties (4) and
(∴) if and only if Γ and R are equivalent up to bimorphisms.
Proof. As R has both properties (4) and (∴), the converse direction follows from
Proposition 3.8, and the forward direction follows from Proposition 3.9.
Remark. These three results together show that the equivalence class [R]∼b is precisely
the set of all countable graphs Γ with properties (4) and (∴).
3.1 Constructing uncountably many examples
The aim of this subsection is to use Proposition 3.6 in order to construct uncountably
many MB-homogeneous graphs.
Definition 3.11. Let P = (pn)n∈N0 be an infinite binary sequence. Define the graph
Γ(P ) on the infinite vertex set V Γ(P ) = {v0, v1, . . .} with edge relation vi ∼ vj if and
only if pmax(i,j) = 0. Say that Γ(P ) is the graph determined by the binary sequence P .
Furthermore, denote the graph induced by Γ(P ) on any subset V X of V Γ by Γ(X).
If Γ(P ) is such a graph, we observe that:
• if pi = 0 then vi ∼ vj for all natural numbers j < i;
• if pi = 1 then vi  vj for all j < i;
where < is the natural ordering on N. An example (where P = (0, 1, 0, 1, . . .)) is given
in Figure 7.
If P has infinitely many 0’s and infinitely many 1’s, then Γ(P ) is an example of an
MB-homogeneous graph. This is demonstrated in the following lemma,
Lemma 3.12. Let P = (pn)n∈N0 be a binary sequence with infinitely many 0’s and
infinitely many 1’s, and let Γ(P ) be the graph determined by P . Then:
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v0 v1 v2 v3 v4 v5 v6 v7 v8
Figure 7: Γ(P ), with P = (0, 1, 0, 1, . . .)
(1) Γ(P ) has properties (4) and (∴) and is therefore MB-homogeneous.
(2) Γ(P ) is not homogeneous.
Proof. (1) As P has infinitely many of each term, we have that for every finite sub-
sequence A = {ai1 , . . . , aik} of P there exist natural numbers c, d > ik such that
pc = 0 and pd = 1. This, together with the manner of the construction in Defini-
tion 3.11, ensures that Γ(P ) has both properties (4) and (∴). Therefore Γ(P ) is
MB-homogeneous by Proposition 3.6.
(2) We check that for any sequence P satisfying the above conditions the graph Γ(P )
is not isomorphic to a homogeneous graph by using the classification of countable
homogeneous graphs by Lachlan and Woodrow [20]. As Γ(P ) has both an edge and
a non-edge it is neither Kℵ0 nor its complement K¯ℵ0 . Since Γ(P ) is connected,
it is not a disjoint union of complete graphs; as it has property (∴), it is not the
complement of a disjoint union of complete graphs. From Corollary 3.2, as Γ(P ) is
neither complete nor null it contains both Kℵ0 and K¯ℵ0 as induced subgraphs; so
it is not isomorphic to the Kn-free graph Hn or its complement H¯n for any n ≥ 3.
Finally, we note that as no term p of P can be both 0 and 1 simultaneously, there
is no vertex vp that is adjacent to {v0} and non-adjacent to {v1}. Hence Γ(P )
does not satisfy the extension property characteristic of the random graph. This
accounts for all countable graphs in the classification; so Γ is not a homogeneous
graph.
Remarks. Let P,Q be two binary sequences with infinitely many 0’s and infinitely
many 1’s. Any such infinite binary sequence contains every finite binary sequence X
as a subsequence. The finite induced subgraphs Γ(X) of Γ(P ) are those induced on
V Γ(X) by the edge relation of P . As this is true for all such binary sequences P and
Q, we conclude that Γ(P ) and Γ(Q) have the same age. It can be shown from here
that for any two such sequences P and Q, then Γ(P ) and Γ(Q) are bi-equivalent (see
Proposition 2.8).
Throughout the rest of this section, any binary sequences P,Q have infinitely many
0’s and infinitely many 1’s. This guarantees that any graph Γ(P ) determined by P has
properties (4) and (∴).
Our first lemma establishes a convention for the zeroth place of such a sequence.
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Lemma 3.13. Suppose P = (pn)n∈N0 and Q = (qn)n∈N0 are binary sequences, and let
Γ(P ) and Γ(Q) be the graphs determined by P and Q. If pi = qi for all i > 0, then
Γ(P ) ∼= Γ(Q). 
Following this, we can take p0 = p1 for any binary sequence P without loss of
generality; we adopt this as convention for the rest of the section.
Many natural questions arise from this construction. Perhaps the most pertinent
of these is: to what extent does Γ(P ) depend on the binary sequence P? Answering
this question will tell us exactly how many new MB-homogeneous graphs there are of
this kind.
Definition 3.14. If P is an infinite binary sequence, denote the kth consecutive string
of 0’s and 1’s by Ok and Ik respectively. If Γ(P ) is a graph determined by P , denote
the vertex sets corresponding to these subsequences by V Ok and V Ik.
See Figure 8 for an example of Definition 3.14.
v0 v1 v2 v3 v4 v5 v6 v7 v8 v9 v10
1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 . . .
I1 O1 I2 O2 I3 O3
V I1 V O1 V I2 V O2 V I3 V O3
Figure 8: Γ(P ), with P = (1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0, . . .)
This gives us a framework in which to show that there are countably many non-
isomorphic MB-homogeneous graphs. Recall (from [17], say) that isomorphic σ-structures
have the same definable sets; a set of n-tuples A is definable (without parameters) if
there exists a σ-formula φ such that for all xi ∈ M, x¯ = (x1, . . . , xn) ∈ A if and only
if φ(x¯) is true.
Lemma 3.15. There are countably many pairwise non-isomorphic bi-equivalent MB-
homogeneous graphs.
Proof. Define a binary sequence Pn = (pi)i∈N by the following:
pi =
{
1 if i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , n− 1, n+ 1, n+ 3, . . .
0 if i = n, n+ 2, . . .
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Here, Pn is a sequence of n many 1’s followed by alternating 0’s and 1’s. In Γ(Pn),
for all k > n and all i < k, it follows that vi ∼ vk if and only if vi  vk+1. Define the
formula
φ(x) = (∃y ∈ V Γ(Pn))(¬(y = x))(∀z ∈ V Γ(Pn))(x ∼ z ⇔ y ∼ z)
This formula identifies the set of vertices v with the property that there is another
vertex w 6∼ v such that v and w both have the same set of neighbours in the graph.
From the definitions it is not hard to see that the set of all vertices x that satisfy
φ is V I1. This is a definable set of size n. If m 6= n, the sets defined by φ(x) in
Γ(Pm) and Γ(Pn) have different sizes, so the graphs cannot be isomorphic. From the
remark following Lemma 3.12, it follows that Γ(Pm) and Γ(Pn) are bi-equivalent for
any m,n ∈ N.
Remark. It can be shown (in a similar fashion to the proof to Theorem 3.22 later in
the section) that
Aut(Γ(P )) =
∏
i∈N
(Aut(Γ(Ok))×Aut(Γ(Ik))).
It follows that Aut(Γ(Pn)) is the infinite direct product of one copy of Sym(n) together
with infinitely many trivial groups; so Aut(Γ(Pn)) ∼= Sym(n); providing an alternate
proof to Lemma 3.15. Furthermore, it is straightforward to see that if two monoids T, T ′
have non-isomorphic groups of units U,U ′ respectively, then T  T ′. Hence we have
constructed examples of non-isomorphic oligomorphic permutation monoids occurring
as bimorphism monoids of bi-equivalent relational structures. By Proposition 1.6, this
means that each of these oligomorphic permutation monoids have the same strong
orbits.
We now aim to use the framework established here to construct 2ℵ0 non-isomorphic
examples of MB-homogeneous graphs. The idea is to add in pairwise non-embeddable
finite graphs into the age of some Γ(P ) to ensure uniqueness up to isomorphism. To
this end, let A = (an)n∈N be a strictly increasing sequence of natural numbers. We use
A to recursively define a binary sequence PA = (pi)i∈N as follows:
Base: 0 followed by a1 many 1’s.
Inductive: Assuming that the nth stage of the sequence has been constructed, add a
0 followed by an+1 many 1’s to the right hand side of the sequence.
For instance, if A = (2, 3, 5, . . .) then PA = (0, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1, . . .). Using
such a binary sequence PA, we construct Γ(PA) in the fashion of Definition 3.11. As
PA has infinitely many of each term then Γ(PA) is MB-homogeneous by Lemma 3.12.
The eventual plan is to induce finite graphs onto the independent sets induced on
Γ(PA) by strings of consecutive 1’s in PA. By selecting a suitable countable family of
pairwise non-embeddable graphs that do not appear in the age of Γ(PA), we ensure
graphs of different ages.
We prove two lemmas which form the basis for our construction of 2ℵ0 non-isomorphic
examples of MB-homogeneous graphs. The second lemma is folklore; and the proof is
omitted.
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Lemma 3.16. Let P be any binary sequence. Then Γ(P ) does not embed any cycle
graph of size m ≥ 4.
Proof. Let V X = {vi1 , . . . , vim} ⊆ V Γ(P ), with m ≥ 4. Let Γ(X) be the graph on
V X with edges induced by Γ(P ). The degree of vim in Γ(X) is either 0 or m − 1; in
particular, it is not 2. So Γ(X) is not an m-cycle.
Lemma 3.17. Let Cm and Cn be two cycle graphs with m,n ≥ 3. Then Cm embeds in
Cn (and vice versa) if and only if m = n; in which case they are isomorphic. 
Hence C = {Cn : n ≥ 4} is a countable family of pairwise non-embeddable graphs
that do not appear as induced subgraphs of any Γ(P ). Now suppose that A = (an)n∈N
is a strictly increasing sequence of natural numbers with ai ≥ 4. Construct Γ(PA) as
outlined above. We have that the size of each Ik in PA is ak. For each independent set
Γ(IK) ⊆ Γ(PA), draw an ak-cycle on its vertices, thus creating a new graph Γ(PA)′
(see Figure 9).
Figure 9: Γ(PA)′ corresponding to the sequence A = (4, 5, 6, . . .), with added cycles
highlighted in red
Note that even with these additional structures, Γ(PA) is still MB-homogeneous
as it has properties (4) and (∴). Since we have added so many structures to the age,
we must be careful that we have not added extra cycles of sizes not expressed in the
sequence A. The next proposition alleviates this concern.
Proposition 3.18. Suppose that A = (an)n∈N is a strictly increasing sequence of
natural numbers with a1 ≥ 4 and suppose that m ≥ 4 is a natural number such that
m 6= an for all n ∈ N. Then the graph Γ(PA)′ outlined above does not contain an
m-cycle.
Proof. Suppose that M ⊆ Γ(PA)′ is an m-cycle. Then the edge set of M is a combi-
nation of the edges of the graph induced by the finite subsequence Q = (qi1 , . . . , qim)
of PA (where i1 < i2 < . . . < im) on VM = {vi1 , . . . , vim} and the edges from cycles
added onto Γ(PA). We aim to show that M = Γ(In) for some n ∈ N, that is, the
only cycles of size ≥ 4 in Γ(PA)′ are precisely those we added in the construction. So
assume here that Q contains a 0. As M is an m-cycle, dM (v) = 2 for all v ∈ M and
so the only elements of Q that can be 0 are qi1 , qi2 and qi3 . We split our consideration
into cases.
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Case 1 (qi3 = 0). As we assume this, vi3 is adjacent to both vi1 and vi2 . If qi2 = 0,
then vi2 ∼ vi1 creating a 3-cycle; this is a contradiction as M does not embed a 3-cycle.
Therefore, qi2 = 1 and so vi1 is adjacent to some vij where 3 < j ≤ m. Since qij = 1 for
all ij > i3, it follows that the edge between vi1 and vij was induced by an added cycle.
This implies that vi1 , vij ∈ V Γ(Ik) for some k. Therefore, (bi1 , . . . , bij ) is a sequence
of 1’s where i1 < i2 < . . . < ij are consecutive natural numbers; a contradiction as
i1 < i3 < ij and so 1 = qi3 = 0. Hence, qi3 6= 0.
Case 2 (qi2 = 0). Since this happens, vi2 is adjacent to vi1 and some vertex vij 6= vi1 ;
so ij > i2. If qij is 1, then vij is non-adjacent to any vertex vik with ik < ij and qik = 0,
as the construction of Γ(PA)′ ensures that no edges are drawn in this case. But this is
a contradiction as qi2 = 0 and vij ∼ vi2 . So qij must be 0 in this case; but ij > i2 and
so qij = 1 by Case 1 and the argument preceding Case 1. This is a contradiction and
so qi2 = 1.
A similar argument to that of Case 2 holds for when qi1 = 0 and so no element of
Q is 0. Hence, Q is made up of 1’s; however, it is still a possibility that these originate
from from different Ik’s. We now show however that every vertex of M comes from a
single V Ik for some k. As no element of Q is 0, we conclude that two vertices in M
have an edge between them only if they are contained in the same V Ik and have an
edge between them in Γ(Ik). As M is connected, we have that M ⊆ Γ(Ik) for some k.
Finally, as Γ(Ik) is an ak-cycle embedding an m-cycle, we are forced to conclude that
m = ak by Lemma 3.17 and so we are done.
Corollary 3.19. Suppose that A = (an)n∈N and B = (bn)n∈N are two different strictly
increasing sequences of natural numbers with a1, b1 ≥ 4. Then Γ(PA)′  Γ(PB)′.
Proof. As A and B are different sequences there exists a j ∈ N such that aj 6= bj ; with-
out loss of generality assume that aj < bj . Hence Γ(PA)
′ embeds an aj-cycle; but as
aj /∈ B, by Proposition 3.18 Γ(PB)′ does not embed an aj-cycle. Hence Age(Γ(PA)′) 6=
Age(Γ(PB)′) and so they are not isomorphic.
These results prove the following:
Theorem 3.20. There are 2ℵ0 many countably infinite, non-isomorphic, non-bi-equivalent,
MB-homogeneous graphs, each of which is equivalent to the random graph R up to bi-
morphisms.
Proof. As there are 2ℵ0 strictly increasing sequences of natural numbers we have contin-
uum many examples of Γ(PA)′ by Corollary 3.19. As these graphs have different ages,
this means we have constructed 2ℵ0 many countably infinite, non-isomorphic, non-bi-
equivalent MB-homogeneous graphs. Furthermore, as each these examples has property
(4) and (∴), they are equivalent to R up to bimorphisms by Corollary 3.10.
Remark. As a consequence of this, |[R]∼b | = 2ℵ0 . This means that there are 2ℵ0 pairwise
non-isomorphic graphs Γ with the property stated in the remark after Corollary 3.10.
Finally in this section, we utilise this technique of overlaying finite graphs in order
to prove the second main theorem of the section. Before we do this, here is an important
lemma. Recall that N(v) denotes the neighbourhood set of a vertex v ∈ V Γ.
Lemma 3.21. Let P = (pn)n∈N0 be a binary sequence, and let Γ(P ) be the graph
determined by this binary sequence.
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(1) If vj is a vertex in V In for some n ∈ N, then Γ(N(vj)) ∼= Kℵ0.
(2) Suppose that v, w are vertices in some V Ok = {vk1 , . . . , vkn}. Then N(v) ∪ {v} =
N(w) ∪ {w} and Γ(N(v)) ∼= Γ(N(w)).
Proof. (1) From the assumption that pj = 1, the observation of Definition 3.11, and
the definition of an edge in Γ(P ), we have that vj ∼ vk if and only if j < k and
pk = 0; so N(vj) = {vk : k > j, pk = 0}. As there are infinitely many 0’s in P ,
this set is infinite as j is finite. Now, take va, vb ∈ N(vj). Here, va ∼ vb ∈ Γ(N(vj))
if and only if pmax(a,b) = 0; but pa = pb = 0 and so any two vertices of N(vj) are
adjacent.
(2) Define the sets X = {vj : j < k1} and Y = {vm : m ≥ k1, pm = 0}. Due to the
construction of Γ in Definition 3.11, we have that N(v)∪{v} = X∪Y = N(w)∪{w}.
For all u ∈ V Γ(V Ok), it is easy to see that N(u) = X ∪ (Y r {u}). Using a similar
argument to the proof of (1), we have that Γ(Y r{u}) is an infinite complete graph
for any u ∈ Γ(V Ok), and every element in Y is adjacent to every element of X. For
any v, w ∈ V Ok define a map f : X∪(Y r{v}) −→ X∪(Y r{w}) fixing X pointwise
and sending (Y r{v}) to (Y r{w}) in any fashion; this is an isomorphism between
Γ(N(v)) and Γ(N(w)).
Before our next proposition, recall that if there exists γ ∈ Aut(Γ) such that vγ = w,
then the graphs induced on N(v) and N(w) are isomorphic. Furthermore, recall that
an independent set U ⊆ Γ is a maximum independent set if there does not exist a set
W ) U such that W is independent. Finally, a graph Γ is n-regular if every v ∈ V Γ
has degree n for some n ∈ N.
Theorem 3.22. Any finite group H arises as the automorphism group of an MB-
homogeneous graph Γ.
Proof. By a version of Frucht’s theorem [15] there exists countably many 3-regular
graphs Γ such that Aut(Γ) ∼= H; and so, as there are only finitely many graphs of
size less than or equal to 5, there exists a 3-regular graph ∆ of size n ≥ 6 such that
Aut(∆) ∼= H. By the handshake lemma (see p5 [11]), such a graph must have a total
of 3n/2 edges out of a total of (n2 − n)/2 possible edges; as n ≥ 6, this means that ∆
must induce at least 6 non-edges.
Define a binary sequence P = (pi)i∈N by the following:
pi =
{
1 if i = 0, 1, 2, . . . , n− 1, n+ 1, n+ 3, . . .
0 if i = n, n+ 2, . . .
So P is a sequence of n many 1’s followed by alternating 0’s and 1’s. Using the notation
established above in Definition 3.14, it follows that |I1| = n and |Ok| = |Im| = 1
for k ≥ 1 and m ≥ 2. Construct Γ(P ) on V Γ(P ) = {v0, v1, . . .} as illustrated in
Definition 3.11, and draw in edges on V I1 such that Γ(V I1) ∼= ∆ to obtain a graph
Γ(P )′ (see Figure 10).
We aim to show that V Oi and V Ii are fixed setwise for any automorphism of Γ(P )
′
through a series of claims.
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v0 v1 v2 vn−2 vn−1 vn vn+1 vn+2 vn+3 vn+4
Figure 10: Γ(P )′, with ∆ highlighted in red
Claim 1. If va ∈ V Oi and vb ∈ V Oj with i 6= j, then Γ(N(v))  Γ(N(w)).
Proof of Claim 1. As |V Ok| = 1 for all k ∈ N, we have that V Oi = {va} and V Oj =
{vb}. Assume without loss of generality that a < b. We define the following sets:
Xa = {vk : k < a}
Xb = {vk : k < b}
Ya = {vk : k ≥ a, pk = 0}
Yb = {vk : k ≥ b, pk = 0}.
Lemma 3.21 (2) applies in this situation; so N(va) = Xa ∪ Ya and N(vb) = Xb ∪
Yb. Since Γ(Ya) and Γ(Yb) are infinite complete graphs, it follows that any maximum
independent set of N(va), N(vb) is contained in Xa, Xb respectively. Now, as Γ(V I1) ∼=
∆ is a 3-regular graph on more than six vertices, there exists some maximal independent
set M ⊆ V I1 of Γ(V I1) with size greater than or equal to 2.
Now we consider the sets
A = {vc ∈ V Γ(P )′ : n− 1 < c < a, pc = 1} ∪M
and
B = {vc ∈ V Γ(P )′ : n− 1 < c < b, pc = 1} ∪M,
the maximum independent sets of Xa and Xb respectively. As i < j, there exists d
such that a < d < b with pd = 1. Hence vd ∈ B r A and so |B| > |A|. Since A,B are
maximum independent sets of Γ(N(va)) and Γ(N(vb)) respectively with different sizes,
we conclude that Γ(N(va))  Γ(N(vb)). This ends the proof of Claim 1.
This shows that there exists no automorphism γ of Γ(P )′ sending any v ∈ V Oi to
w ∈ V Oj with i 6= j.
Claim 2. There exists no automorphism sending v ∈ V Ok to w ∈ V Im for all k,m ∈ N.
Proof of Claim 2. We split the proof into two cases; where m = 1 and where m ≥ 2.
For the latter, Γ(N(w)) ∼= Kℵ0 for any w ∈ V Im with m ≥ 2 by Lemma 3.21 (1). But
as Γ(V I1) is not a complete graph, we have that Γ(V Ok) contains a non-edge for all
k ∈ N and so Γ(N(v))  Γ(N(w)) in this case. It remains to show that there is no
automorphism sending v ∈ V Ok to w ∈ V I1. In this case Γ(N(w)) is the union of an
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infinite complete graph K and G = Γ(NΓ(V I1)(w)), with every vertex of K connected
to every vertex of G. This means any non-edge of Γ(N(w)) must be induced by G;
as |NΓ(V I1)(w)| = 3, there are at most 3 of them for any w ∈ V I1. However, as Xa
contains V I1, we have that Γ(N(v)) contains ∆ as an induced subgraph. By the rea-
soning above, ∆ has at least 6 non-edges and therefore so does Γ(N(v)). This means
that Γ(N(v))  Γ(N(w)) for any v ∈ V Ok and any w ∈ V I1 and so we are done.
Here, V Ok is fixed setwise for all k ∈ N; as |V Ok| = 1 for all such k we have that
they are also fixed pointwise. We have that any V Ik sandwiched between V Ok−1 and
V Ok are the only vertices not adjacent to every vertex in V Ok and adjacent to every
vertex in V Ok+1. As V Ok and V Ok+1 are fixed setwise, we deduce that V Ik is fixed
setwise (and hence pointwise) for k ≥ 2. We conclude that V I1 is fixed setwise under
automorphisms of Γ(P )′.
Finally, we show that any bijective map γ : Γ(P )′ → Γ(P )′ acting as an auto-
morphism on V I1 and fixing everything else is an automorphism of Γ(P )
′. As every
v ∈ V Ok for all k is connected to each u ∈ V I1 and every w ∈ V Im for all m is
independent of each u ∈ V I1, we have that this map preserves all edges and non-edges
of Γ(P )′ and so is an automorphism of Γ(P )′.
Using this together with Theorem 1.7, it follows that for any finite group U there
exists an oligomorphic permutation monoid that has U as a group of units.
4 Worked examples
This section is devoted to determining MB-homogeneity of examples of homogeneous
structures. This investigation concludes in a complete classification of countable ho-
mogeneous graphs that are also MB-homogeneous.
There are a variety of ways to demonstrate that a structureM is MB-homogeneous.
Firstly, if M is a homogeneous structure where each finite partial monomorphism h is
also a finite partial isomorphism, then M is MB-homogeneous as we can extend h to
an automorphism. IfM is a graph, then it suffices to show thatM has properties (4)
and (∴) by Proposition 3.6. Finally, recall the remarks of Proposition 2.5; to prove
that M is MB-homogeneous it suffices to show that M has both the 1PAMEP and
the 1PMEP. All of these techniques are used at points in demonstrating the following
positive examples.
Example 4.1. Let Γ = Kℵ0 , the complete graph on countably many vertices; this
graph is homogeneous [20]. The proof that Γ is MB-homogeneous is equivalent to
saying that any injective map between finite subsets of a countable set can be extended
to a permutation of the set. Another proof relies on homogeneity, and is more open to
generalisation. Here, suppose that h : A −→ B is a monomorphism between two finite
substructures of Γ. As there are no non-edges to preserve, it must preserve non-edges
and so h is a finite partial isomorphism. Using homogeneity of Γ, we extend h to
an automorphism (and hence a bimorphism) of Γ and so Γ is MB-homogeneous. Its
complement Γ¯, the infinite null graph, is also MB-homogeneous by Proposition 3.1.
Example 4.2. A tournament is defined to be an oriented, loopless complete graph.
By a similar argument to the complete graph in Example 4.1, every finite partial
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monomorphism of a tournament is a finite partial isomorphism. So the three homo-
geneous tournaments (Q, <), the random tournament T and the local order S(2) (see
Cherlin [10]) are all MB-homogeneous.
Example 4.3. Let R be the countable universal homogeneous undirected graph, also
known as the random graph. It follows from the extension property characteristic to
the random graph (see Figure 6) that R has properties (4) and (∴) (see Definition 3.5)
and so is an MB-homogeneous graph by Proposition 3.6.
Example 4.4. Let D be the Fra¨ısse´ limit of the class of directed graphs without loops
or 2-cycles, otherwise known as the generic digraph. It is well known that D satisfies
the following extension property (see [1]).
(DEP) For any finite and pairwise disjoint sets of vertices U, V,W of D,
there exists a vertex x of D such that there is an arc from x to every
element of U , an arc to x from every element of V , and x is independent of
every vertex in W . (see Figure 11 for a diagram of an example.)
D
W
U V
x
Figure 11: Example of directed extension property in D
Using this, we show that D is MB-homogeneous by demonstrating that it has the
1PMEP and 1PAMEP in turn.
Suppose that A ⊆ B ∈ Age(D) with B r A = {b} and that f : A −→ D is a
monomorphism. Decompose A into three disjoint sets b−→ = {a ∈ A : b −→ a},
b←− = {a ∈ A : b ←− a} and b‖ = {a ∈ A : b ‖ a}. The fact that f is injective means
that the sets b−→f, b←−f and b‖f are pairwise disjoint subsets of V D. Using the DEP,
select a vertex x ∈ V D such that x has an arc to all elements of b−→f , an arc from all
elements of b←−f and is independent of all elements of b ‖ f . Define g : B −→ D to be
the map such that bg = x and g|A = f ; due to our choice of x, this is a monomorphism.
So D has the 1PMEP.
Now suppose that X ⊆ Y ∈ Age(D) with Y rX = {y} and that f¯ : X → D is an
antimonomorphism. The fact that X is finite implies that im f¯ is finite, and so there
exists a vertex w ∈ V D such that w is independent of all elements in Xf¯ by the DEP.
Define g¯ : Y → D to be the function such that yg¯ = w and g¯|X = f¯ ; thanks to our
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choice of w, this is an antimonomorphism as all non-arcs are preserved. So D has the
1PAMEP and hence D is MB-homogeneous by Proposition 2.5.
Remark. It can be shown that the class of finite loopless digraphs with 2-cycles is a
Fra¨ısse´ class; let D∗ be the Fra¨ısse´ limit of this class. Here, D∗ has a slightly different
extension property (see Ch. 4 of [27]). With this, we can use a similar proof to above
to show that D∗ is MB-homogeneous.
We continue our investigation by focusing on a class of structures known as cores;
a structure M is a core if every endomorphism of M is an embedding. Every ℵ0-
categorical structure has a core, and is homomorphically equivalent to a model-complete
core [3]. Cores play an important role in the theory of constraint satisfaction problems;
see Bodirsky’s habilitation thesis [4] for an introduction to the topic. Widely studied
examples of cores include the countable dense linear order without endpoints (Q, <), the
complete graph on countably many vertices Kℵ0 , and its complement K¯ℵ0 . Proving
that a structure M is a core is a useful way to show that a structure is not MB-
homogeneous, as this next result shows.
Lemma 4.5. Let M be a core such that there exists a finite partial monomorphism
of M that is not an isomorphism. Then M is not MH-homogeneous (and hence, not
MB-homogeneous).
Proof. Let h be a finite partial monomorphism of a coreM that is not an isomorphism.
As any endomorphism of M is an embedding, we cannot extend h.
We can use this result to detail some homogeneous structures that are not MB-
homogeneous.
Example 4.6. Let G be the countable homogeneous Kn-free graph for n ≥ 3. By
results of Mudrinski in [29], it is shown that G is a core for all such n. As there are
finite partial monomorphisms of G that are not isomorphisms (send any non-edge to
an edge, for instance) we have that G is not MB-homogeneous by Lemma 4.5.
Example 4.7. The oriented graph analogues of the homogeneous Kn-free graphs are
the Henson digraphs MT . These are the Fra¨ısse´ limits of the class of all digraphs not
embedding elements of some set T of finite tournaments. We show that MT is a core
for any non-empty T containing tournaments of three or more vertices.
Suppose for a contradiction there exists a γ ∈ End(MT ) such that for some inde-
pendent pair of vertices v, w we have that vγ = wγ. Select a tournament Y ∈ T with
the least number of vertices, and choose x, y ∈ Y such that x −→ y. Create a oriented
graph Y ′ by removing the arc between x and y, adding an extra vertex x′ and drawing
an arc x′ −→ y; see Figure 12 for an example.
Note that there is no tournament on any |Y |-set of vertices of Y ′; so Y ′ ∈ Age(MT ).
By homogeneity of MT , we find a copy Y
′′ of Y ′ with v, w in place of x, x′ respectively,
and a vertex u in place of y. The image of Y ′′ under γ is a oriented graph on |Y | vertices
with vγ → uγ, that preserves all arcs involving v and u. It follows that Y ′′γ ∼= Y but
this is a contradiction as Y does not belong to the age of MT . So γ must be injective.
Now assume that there exists an independent pair of vertices v, w ∈MT such that
vγ −→ wγ. Select a Y ∈ T in the same fashion as before, choose two vertices x −→ y of Y
and remove this arc to obtain a oriented graph Z that embeds in MT . Via homogeneity
of MT , we find an isomorphic copy of Z with v, w in place of x, y respectively. Hence
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Y ′
yx
x′
Figure 12: Construction of Y ′ from Y in Example 4.7
the image of Z under γ induces a copy of Y in MT ; a contradiction as Y does not
belong to the age of MT . So MT is a core for any such set of tournaments T and
therefore MT is not MB-homogeneous by Lemma 4.5.
Example 4.8. Let S(3) be the myopic local order, defined as follows. Distribute ℵ0
many points densely around the unit circle such that for every point a there are no
points b, c such that arg(a, b) = arg(b, c) = arg(c, a) = 2pi3 . Draw an arc a −→ b if and
only if arg(a, b) < 2pi/3; note that this means that S(3) embeds no directed 3-cycles.
We show that this structure is a core.
Assume that there is an endomorphism γ of S(3) with aγ −→ bγ for some inde-
pendent pair of points a, b ∈ S(3). As this occurs, we have that both arg(a, b) and
arg(b, a) > 2pi/3. As arg(a, b) = 2pi − arg(b, a), it follows that arg(b, a) < 4pi/3. From
this, there exists a point c such that arg(b, c) = arg(c, a) < 2pi/3 and so b −→ c and
c −→ a. The endomorphism γ then creates a directed 3-cycle (or a loop) and this is
a contradiction. Now suppose that for some non-related pair a, b ∈ S(3), there is an
endomorphism γ such that aγ = bγ. As before, we can find a point c ∈ S(3) such
that b −→ c and c −→ a. As γ is an endomorphism it must preserve these relations
and so bγ −→ cγ and cγ −→ aγ = bγ. Hence we have a directed 2-cycle and this is
obviously false; so S(3) is a core. Applying Lemma 4.5 again implies that S(3) is not
MB-homogeneous.
Finally, we note that as Proposition 2.5 is an if and only if statement, it is enough
to prove that a structure M does not have the MEP or the AMEP to show that M is
not MB-homogeneous.
Example 4.9. Let Dn be the generic In-free digraph for n ≥ 3; this is a homogeneous
digraph [10]. We show here that Dn does not have the AMEP, and hence is not MB-
homogeneous by Proposition 2.5 So let T be some tournament on n − 1 vertices, and
let U be the disjoint union of T with a vertex u. We note that T ⊆ U ∈ Age(Dn).
Let f¯ : T −→ Dn be an antimonomorphism sending T to an independent set of n − 1
vertices in Dn; such a substructure exists by construction. Then as antimonomorphisms
preserve non-arcs, a potential image point for u in Dn must be independent of T f¯ ; this
cannot happen as then Dn would induce an independent n-set. So Dn does not have
the AMEP and hence is not MB-homogeneous by Proposition 2.5.
Remark. The argument in this example can be applied to show that any countable MB-
homogeneous digraph is either a tournament (see Example 4.2) or contains an infinite
independent set Iℵ0 .
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Example 4.10. LetH be the complement of the homogeneousKn-free graph for n ≥ 3.
We note that H contains R as a spanning subgraph (as it is algebraically closed) and
so it is MM-homogeneous as it satisfies the MEP [9]. However, as H does not embed
an independent n-set, it does not contain an infinite null graph. As H is not complete
(as it has a non-edge), it follows that H is not MB-homogeneous by Corollary 3.2.
Following this final example, we are able to present a complete classification of those
homogeneous graphs that are also MB-homogeneous.
Theorem 4.11. The only countably infinite homogeneous and MB-homogeneous graphs
are the following:
• Kℵ0 and its complement Kℵ0;
• ⊔i∈NKℵ0i and its complement ⊔i∈NKℵ0i ;
• the random graph R.
Proof. We check every item in the classification of countably infinite, undirected ho-
mogeneous graphs given in [20]. We showed that those graphs on the list are MB-
homogeneous in Example 4.1, Proposition 3.4 and Example 4.3. Any other disconnected
homogeneous graph must be the a countable union of complete graphs or a finite union
of infinite complete graphs; these are not MB-homogeneous by Proposition 3.4. The
only other countable homogeneous graphs are the Kn-free graphs and their comple-
ments; these are not MB-homogeneous by Example 4.6 and Example 4.10.
We end on some open questions concerning MB-homogeneous graphs in general.
As we have seen, it would be an arduous task to classify MB-homogeneous graphs
up to isomorphism; the idea of equivalence up to bimorphisms (see Proposition 2.8)
represents the best hope to identify all MB-homogeneous graphs. A positive answer
to the following question would constitute the best classification result possible for
MB-homogeneous graphs, given the amount and range of examples above.
Question 4.12. Is every countable MB-homogeneous graph bimorphism equivalent to
one of the five graphs in Theorem 4.11?
A weaker version of this question is the following:
Question 4.13. Are there only countably many MB-homogeneous graphs up to bimor-
phism equivalence?
Finally, we notice that every example of an MB-homogeneous graph in this article
is also HE-homogeneous. This motivates our final question:
Question 4.14. Is there a countably infinite MB-homogeneous graph that is not HE-
homogeneous? Conversely, is there a HE-homogeneous graph that is not MB-homogeneous?
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